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Frequently trending on the news are numerous accounts of extreme violence involving muslims, muslims living under the most brutal conditions, many in refugee camps, in tents, freezing to death, and in the worst of war zones.

I'm sure most of you here have heard the saying "You are what you think."

Islam has a long and vile history of fixation on depravity and extreme violence. Muslims attract this sort of thing as they are steeped in it. They draw these brutal conditions onto themselves as they worship brutality.

It is so sad how the US gave champion dogs, highly trained to sniff bombs and related, to Jordan. This had a short in the news a while back. Photos revealed the dogs were emaciated and many died from severe neglect. The remaining were too weak to stand and continue their jobs. Islam hates dogs.

https://www.spcai.org/news/ed-blog/work ... eft-to-die

I also want to add here regarding Islam, that goddamned cube they so slavishly worship symbolizes the artificial.

The square shape, in contrast to other shapes, is practically nonexistent in nature, with the exception of a small number of crystals. The cube amplifies this, as anything cubed is increased mathematically. Like $4\times4\times4$.

This represents the artificial, like the microchip implants and related to enslave humanity.

Christianity, along with Islam are the Jewish bulwark. These programs are the Jewish power.

The Jews protect and promote these programs, while pretending to be persecuted by both.

The Jews pretend to hate Christianity, but if one is aware and does research, the
opposite is the case. This is to fool the populace.

The Jews will protect these programs to an extreme. I've written before how I highly suspect the disaster weather, the viruses and related are all artificially created to give credibility to biblical prophecies. It is a known fact that science has progressed to where they can control the weather. These disasters are not normal. Of course the Jewish controlled media claims "global warming," yes there is global warming, but I believe the Jews are behind all of this weather phenomenon.

Some Jews even go as far as to claim they are of Satan in order to deceive Gentiles.

The Jews have a modus operandi. They have used the same tactics for centuries. These tactics have worked for them.

One major tactic is what a rabbi called "conquering from within."

What the Jews cannot gain control of, they infest and work to destroy from the inside.

The topic of taking supplements here of late is a prime example. I remember reading how "Gottlieb" and some other goddamned kikes were working overtime to get control of the supplements industry and put a stop to people freely purchasing vitamins, herbs and related.

The Jew works to get control. By pushing often dangerous and addictive prescription drugs on the populace, the Jew has control over life and death, along with the coerced trillions of dollars they take in. Many diseases are too profitable to enact a cure.

Because the Jews have repeatedly failed in gaining control over supplements, they have been adding toxic waste to a number of over the counter treatments. Nearly all come from China. Again, rice powder listed in the "other ingredients" is a dead giveaway.

The Jews also take control of both opposing sides, such as with the former USSR
and the Arabic countries.

When the Arabs were at war with Israel, the USA took Israel's side, while the Soviet Union supplied the Arabic countries with weapons.

Now, people who don't have the knowledge or education would be confused as to why a communist power would be going up against Israel if the Jews are really a bunch of communists.

Well, if we do the research, it becomes apparent. The Jewish controlled USSR sold the Arabs defective weapons, such as guns with no sights, weapons that wouldn't fire and other junk that obviously wasn't any threat to Israel. Taking control of both sides...

On one side, Israel is allied with the USA. Under the table, Jews being the communists they are, (ever hear of a kibbutz)? worked secretly with the former Soviet Union. This is another communist country they whined around the world about, claiming they were being "persecuted." Another total crock of shit. Truth be known, most Jews in the former USSR and other communist countries enjoyed special privileges that were off limits to Gentiles.

Again, one must do the research.

I also want to add something here. Not too many people are aware of the extent of the power of US agencies such as the CIA, the NSA, Military Intelligence and related.

What Snowden exposed was a day late and a dollar short. The spying has been going on for decades. The NSA claimed they owned "5 acres of computers."

Computers used to be large before nanotechnology and related. This was used to spy on the world. *

The deal is, ALL OF THESE US AGENCIES ARE INFESTED WITH JEWS!! Many Jews are in important positions of authority within these agencies and are privy to extremely sensitive information. The Israeli Mossad and government know everything.
Years ago, as revealed in the fact based 2001 movie "A Beautiful Mind," the communists in the USSR would secretly communicate with Jewish communists here in America. This was done through Jewish journalists passing back and forth secret codes within the news articles such as the New York Times and other publications.

My own opinion of the movie and what I know about the Jews, strongly indicates to me, John Forbes Nash Jr, was not originally insane. He was a brilliant mathematician and somewhat eccentric, but there is no way I personally would believe he was insane, until the NSA Jews deemed him as a threat, convinced his wife he was insane, forced him into a mental hospital where he was forcibly given loads of shock treatments, shot full of potent psychiatric drugs, that caused irreversible changes in his brain, and from there, real insanity ensued.

Ever hear of "punitive medicine"? Very common in communist countries. Anyone against the Jewish agenda is "insane."

The normal person is forcibly committed to a mental institution, where he/she is forcibly injected with massive amounts of antipsychotic medications that rapidly produce the most hideous and permanent side effects.

In closing, there are people who are deceived into believing their texts, conversations and such can be private, with having special software. Most people are unaware of the extent the NSA and other related agencies are able to decipher nearly everything. This all filters into Israel.

"Silence is Golden" is a Satanic adage. Remember this.

* The Puzzle Palace by James Bamford. 1983
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